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Stanley Black & Decker is the world-leading provider of power tools, hand tools and tool storage 
systems; the world’s second-largest commercial electronic security provider; and a leading 
global provider of engineered fastening systems. At Stanley Black & Decker we are ECOSMART. 
Our culture is committed to improving the sustainability of our operations, our products, our 
communities and our customers. We challenge ourselves to seek new and better ways to deliver 
on our economic, environmental and social responsibilities. ECOSMART means that we are vigilant 
about our sustainability initiatives and that we place a priority on maintaining a transparent 
dialogue with all of our stakeholders.

People
The ECOSMART mindset is helping us create a paradigm shift in how we attract, develop and 
retain the next generation of talent. Whether we are increasing our already world-class efforts 
to instill environmental and safety accountability in our workforce or investing in their leadership 
capacity, we believe our most valuable, sustainable asset is our people. 

◗◗ In 2014, our Stanley Leadership Development Program hosted 92 associates across 12 
different countries who contributed more than $82 million in productivity projects, process 
improvements, new product launches and order to cash excellence initiatives.

◗◗ Our Total Recordable Incident Rate across a global workforce of 50,000+ employees remains 
below 1.0. 

Planet 
Our ECOSMART culture helps us identify environmental strategies that ensure that we stay ahead 
of climate-related influences and reduce the environmental impact of our operations. 2014 saw 
the extension of the ISO 50001 Energy Management Standard to our global operations to instill 
a refreshed awareness to the way we use power within our facilities. 

◗◗ In 2014, we achieved the highest attainable score on both the Climate Disclosure Leadership 
Index and the Climate Performance Leadership Index of the CDP and remained listed on the 
Dow Jones Sustainability North American Index. 

◗◗ Since 2009, we have disclosed reductions in impacts from our global operations exceeding 
50 percent in our energy consumption, waste generation and water consumption intensity 
metrics. 

Products 
Our vision of being a sustainable leader by advancing stewardship across the entire value chain, 
includes sustainable considerations for our products. ECOSMART is helping us form a new 
product design process to assist in reducing the environmental impacts of our products without 
compromising quality and value. 

Via ECOSMART, we will reinforce our position as a sustainable business leader and increase our 
shareholder value by maximizing our revenues, minimizing our costs and business risks, and 
protecting our brands.

John Lundgren
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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